
 

ITZCOATL QUIROZ 

33 Suydam Street | (929)-253-2131 | Itzcoatlquiroz@gmail.com 

Hiring Manager 

Power Plant Studios  

38th St between 7th and 8th Avenue, New York, NY  

Dear Hir ing Manager:  

My name is Itzcoatl Quiroz and I am very pleased to be applying to the creative consultant position at Power Plant 

Studios. I felt very exhilarated when I came across the position on your career website and feel like my 4 years in 

the fashion and design industry would be very useful in this position as well as my skills and expertise. 

As a student in the New York City College of Technology who is majoring in Business of Fashion and Technology 

Design, I believe that have gained much notable knowledge and applied research to use in this position as well. 

During my time in this program I have expanded my general knowledge that I had already carried from previous 

design internships as well. In conducting research for other bands, assisting in the design work, and maintaining a 

well-grounded portfolio, my work has been very well conducted. Furthermore the work that I have done for 

companies such as Marc Jacobs have been presented in final collections due to my extensive unique work ethic. 

Some work highlights from my relevant work experience include: 

 Producing and designing samples for Supremenewyork 

 Conducting design research for Thom Browne 

 Providing successful designs for Marc Jacobs Menswear 

What draws me to Power Plant Studios is the creative freedom this company offers to its creators. Having worked in 

this industry for years now I believe that I can lend some expertise as a consultant to help grow the brand and help 

Power Plant gain a more unique image. I have enclosed my resume to further highlight my experience and 

education. I look forward to the opportunity of further discussing what I can offer in terms of skills and qualifications 

in person at your earliest connivance. You can reach me at my email Itzcoatlquiroz@gmail.com or by phone at 

(929)-253-2131. Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Sincerely,    

I tzcoatl Quiroz  
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